
Plug Valve Manufacturer in India

Speciality Valve stands as a premier Plug Valve Manufacturer in India, renowned for
its high-quality products. Beyond serving domestic markets, the company also caters
to diverse international clientele, including Russia, the United Kingdom, and Italy.

Understanding Plug Valves

A plug valve, a pivotal quarter-turn rotary valve utilized across diverse industries, is
essential for effectively managing fluid flow within pipelines. Tailored for regulating,
isolating, or diverting fluid flow within pipelines or process systems, the valve
comprises a cylindrical or tapered plug, commonly referred to as the valve element
or rotor. Situated within the valve body, this plug can be rotated for control
purposes. Featuring a central bore or passageway, the plug can align with the
pipeline to permit fluid flow or be rotated to a right-angle or perpendicular
orientation, effectively halting the flow of fluid.

Efficient Fluid Flow Regulation:

A plug valve governs fluid flow in pipelines by rotating a cylindrical or tapered plug
within the valve body. This plug, typically featuring a port, is linked to a shaft or
spindle. Through shaft rotation, the plug can be maneuvered to either allow fluid
passage or obstruct it. When the port aligns with the flow direction, the valve is open,
facilitating fluid flow. Conversely, rotating the plug perpendicular to the flow
direction shuts the valve, halting fluid movement. With its straightforward design,
plug valves efficiently regulate flow across diverse industries.

Essential Components and Features:
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Valve Body: The main housing of the plug valve that encases the plug and provides
the structure for the valve assembly.

Plug: A cylindrical or tapered component within the valve body that regulates fluid
flow by rotating to open or close the valve.

Stem: The shaft or spindle connected to the plug, enabling the rotation of the plug
for flow control.

Actuator: The mechanism responsible for initiating the movement of the plug, which
can be manual, pneumatic, electric, or hydraulic, depending on the application.

Sealing Mechanism: The component that ensures a tight seal between the plug and
the valve body, preventing leakage when the valve is closed.

Varieties of Plug Valves

Lubricated Plug Valve: Features a lubricated plug and body to reduce friction and
enhance sealing capabilities.

Non-Lubricated Plug Valve: Utilizes innovative materials and design to operate
without the need for external lubrication, reducing maintenance requirements.

Jacketed Plug Valve: Equipped with a jacket surrounding the valve body or plug to
allow for heating or cooling of the process fluid.

Twin Seal Plug Valve: Incorporates dual sealing mechanisms for enhanced leak-
tightness and reliability.

Lift Plug Valve: Utilizes a plug that lifts vertically to control fluid flow, suitable for
applications requiring precise throttling.

Orbit Plug Valve: Features a rotating plug that orbits within the valve body to
regulate flow, offering improved control and durability.

Eccentric Plug Valve: Utilizes an offset plug design to minimize friction and wear,
providing smooth operation and extended service life.

3-Way Plug Valve: Designed with three ports to control the flow between two inlet
ports and one outlet port, offering versatile flow direction options.

Connected Lift Plug Valve: Incorporates a connected lift mechanism to ensure
synchronized movement of the plug, enhancing reliability and performance.

Advantages:

 Quick Shutoff
 Minimal Pressure Drop



 Bidirectional Flow
 Versatility
 Durability
 Easy Maintenance
 Fire Safe Design

Wemanufacture high quality Plug valve for different industries:

1. Oil and Gas
2. Chemical Processing
3. Water and Wastewater Treatment
4. Pulp and Paper
5. Power Generation
6. Mining and Minerals Processing
7. Marine and Shipbuilding
8. Aerospace
9. Automotive Manufacturing

Description:

1. Body Material: Cast Carbon steel (WCC, WCB, WC6), Stainless Steel (SS316,
SS304, SS316L, SS904L, CF8, CF8M, F31L, F91), DUPLEX STEEL and Super duplex
Steel (F51, F53, F55), Cast iron, Ductile Iron.

2. Class: Class 150-2500 and PN 10 – PN 450

3. Size: 1/2” to 48”Operations: lever, electric actuation, pneumatic actuation, and
gear operation,

4. Ends: flanged, butt weld, socket weld, and threaded options

Visit us to know more: https://www.specialityvalve.com/product-category/plug-
valve/
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